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NEW PROMOTION: 
MANAGEMENT FEE REBATE

Looking for a new way to introduce segregated funds to your clients? 

Here’s a brand-new promotion effective until March 31, 2015!

Management fees
0.40% reduction vs regular fees, before taxes 

The fee rebate applies to investments made in the same contract AFTER the promotion period ends, as long as 
the contract is in force. 

Minimum amount
$250,000 per client*

New investments only

Guarantees
All three guarantee options are available, with the regular fees: 

Basic guarantee (without additional fees)  •  Enhanced guarantee  •  Optimal guarantee

Available funds All funds available to individual clients

Commissions
Same commissions as the regular product

Only the no-load sales charge option – Mode A is available 

* Only sums invested in segregated funds are considered for purposes of attaining the minimum investment amount required for this promotion. 

The management fee rebate promotion allows your clients 
(with at least $250,000 to invest at SSQ) to benefit from 
unique management fees in the segregated funds market!

A management fee rebate of 0.4% (before taxes) has a 
considerable effect on your client’s savings. For example, 
for a $250,000 investment, the 0.4% rebate represents savings 
of $6,786 over 5 years, and $77,742 over 25 years!

This example assumes a 4% net return for a regular contract and a 4.46% net return 
for a contract with the promotion (i.e. a 0.4% savings plus taxes). 
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A minimum amount of $200,000 must be maintained in the contract in order to benefit from the fee reduction, except for RRIFs and 
locked-in RRIFs. 

Sales under this management fee rebate promotion are eligible to the SSQ Merit Plan.

Purchase process
- A new contract application is required, with the mention “Fee Rebate Promotion” indicated in the Additional Instructions section of the 

application form.

- The minimum amount invested in the funds can come from different sources and plans, but must be received at SSQ offices before the end 
of the promotion period.

- The client may also obtain GIAs, Laddered GIAs and High Yield Monthly GIAs in the same contract, but not ASTRA Equity GIAs nor funds with 
sales-charge options other than the no-load sales charge option – Mode A.

- For this promotion, the initial purchase cannot be made using FundSERV. However, subsequent purchases can be made using FundSERV.

- An Amendment to the Information Folder and Contract will be sent to clients with the first transaction statement.

Investment statements
- The Investment statements are identical to those of the regular product. 

- The fee rebate will appear in the Your transactions section of the client’s Investment statement. It will be credited to the client and included 
in the line “Reinvested distributed income”.

- The contract’s fund returns will take the fee rebate into account.

 Please note that fund returns posted on our website are net of regular fees. Clients will have to refer to their investment statement on our secure website 
to consult their personal return of their reduced-fee contract.

Exclusions
- Only investments in the regular individual product are eligible. Investments in ASTRA Equity GIAs, ASTRA Guaranteed Income, SSQ Private 

Wealth Management, RRSP and investment loans and Individual Pension Plans (IPP) are excluded from this promotion.

- No internal transfer is allowed, including sums currently invested at SSQ with no-load sales charge options. 

Contact your SSQ representative for more details. 

Any amount that is allocated to a segregated fund is invested at the risk of the contractholder and may increase or decrease in value. The 
segregated funds mentioned are those offered by SSQ, Life Insurance Company Inc.


